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Canada to impose retaliatory tariffs on US imports
Canada’s deputy prime minister
said Friday that the country
plans to impose $3.6 billion
Canadian (US$2.69 billion) tariffs on US imports in response to
President Donald Trump saying
the US is reinstating a 10%
import tax on Canadian aluminum.
Deputy
Prime
Minister
Chrystia Freeland said the tariffs
will match the US ones dollarfor-dollar. Canada is considering

imposing a tariff on dozens of
products, including golf clubs,
bicycles, refrigerators, washing
machines, tripods, sports equipment like bats and hockey sticks
and embossed aluminum cans
for beverages.
Trump originally imposed the
tariffs on aluminum imports in
2018. He then lifted them last
year on Canadian and Mexican
metals to smooth the way for the
US-Mexico-Canada Agreement,

which replaced the North
American
Free
Trade
Agreement. The new pact took
effect July 1 and was expected
to bring stability to North
American trade.
Canada responded with tariffs
on hundreds of US products such
as ketchup, coffee, strawberry
jam and whisky before the two
countries dropped their efforts
and agreed to the new North
American free trade deal. (AP)

Kuwaiti bourse kicks off
week with modest gains
NAPESCO soars 80 fils, KIPCO flat
By John Mathews
Arab Times Staff

KUWAIT CITY, Aug 9:
Kuwait stocks
headed
north on Sunday after
posting modest gains in the
previous
holiday-shortened week. The All Shares
Index rose 19.36 pts in
slightly volatile session to
5,029.15 pts even as the
overall mood turned cautiously positive.
The Premier Market climbed
27.76 pts to 5,511.89 points taking
the month’s gains to 96 points
while Main Market added 2.5 pts.
The BK 50 Main index was up
13.72 pts at 4,068.18 points.
The sectors closed mostly in the
green turf. Oil and Gas outshone the
rest with 5.92 pct gain whereas
Financial Services shed 0.73 percent,
the worst performer of the day.
Financial Services topped in volume
with 33.1 million shares while
Banking sector was ahead in value
with over KD 10 million.
Among the standout performers,
sector bellwether National Bank of
Kuwait took in 2 fils on back of over
1 million shares while Kuwait
Finance House scaled 5 fils after
moving
8.4
million
shares.
NAPESCO soared 80 fils to KD
1.100.
Zain rose 4 fils on back of over 2
million shares to 558 fils while
Ooredoo dialed down 2 fils to close

at 583 fils. stc inched 1 fil higher to
827 fils and Agility gave up 3 fils
after trading 1.2 million shares .
Humansoft Holding skidded 55 fils
to KD 2.535 and KIPCO eased 1 fil
to 148 fils.
The market opened firm and
pushed higher in early trade. The
main index sagged briefly before
moving up again to peak at 5,044 pts
an hour into the session amid buying
in some of the blue chips. It retreated
again and drifted sideways in the
second half before closing with modest gains.
Top gainer of the day, REAM
spiked 45.8 pct to 94.1 fils and Gulf
Petroleum Investment sprinted 12.8
percent to stand next. Thuraya
plunged 44.5 percent, the steepest
decliner of the day and Gulf
Petroleum Investment also topped the
volume with 72.9 million shares.
Reflecting the day’s gains, the
market spread was skewed towards
the winners. 60 stocks advanced
whereas 36 closed lower. Of the 115
counters active on Sunday, 19 closed
flat. 5,699 deals worth KD 17.6 million were transacted during the session.
National Industries Group ticked 1
fil higher to 156 fils and Mezzan
Holding scaled 8 fils to end at 593
fils. Boubyan Petrochemical Co
climbed 9 fils to 550 fils while Al
Qurain Petrochemical Co rose 8 fils
to 280 fils. Integrated Holding Co
dialed up 1 fil and OSOS gave up 4.8
fils. IFA Hotels and Resorts added
0.2 fil.
Jazeera Airways leapt 8 fils to 610
fils and ALAFCO tripped 1 fil after

trading 1.7 million shares. Combined
Group Contracting Co fell 3 fils to
164 fils and EK Holding shed 17 fils.
Inovest fell 2.9 fils to 55.1 fils
whereas Soor Fuel and Educational
Holding Group stood pat at 107 fils
and 290 fils respectively.
Kuwait Cement Co took in 1 fil
and Kuwait Portland Cement clipped
2 fils before closing at 733 fils.
Independent
Petroleum
Group
jumped 20 fils to 400 fils and Kuwait
Hotels added 3.3 fils. Heavy
Engineering
Industries
and
Shipbuilding Co paused at 350 fils.
KPPC rose 2.8 fils and KCPC closed
3 fils in red.
Kuwait National Cinema Co skidded 30 fils to 720 fils and Gulf Cable
inched 1 fil up. ACICO Industries
rose 2.7 fils to 99.7 fils and Warbacap
held ground at 47 fils. Kuwait and
Gulf Links Transport Co was
unchanged at 46.9 fils and KGL
Logistics edged 0.6 fil into green.
In the banking sector, Gulf Bank
dialed up 1 fil on back of 5.4 million
shares and Kuwait International Bank
followed suit to end at 167 fils.
Burgan Bank rose 3 fils to 189 fils
after pushing over 1 million shares
and Boubyan Bank paused at 538
fils. Ahli United Bank and Warba
Bank took in 2 fils each while Al
Ahli Bank scaled 4 fils before ending
at 169 fils.
The market has been mixed during the previous week. The main
index closed higher in two of the
three sessions gaining 42 points
week-on-week. It has gained 61
points from start of the month and is
down 1,357 points year-to-date.

This file photo shows the logo for Uber appearing above a trading post on the floor of the New York Stock
Exchange. Uber lost $1.78 billion in the second quarter of 2020 as the pandemic carved a gaping hole in its ridehailing business, with millions of people staying home to reduce the spread of the coronavirus. Its food delivery
business grew as more people ordered in, but that growing part of its business didn’t turn a profit. (AP)

Pandemic carves gaping hole in ride-hailing business

Uber lost $1.8 billion in 2nd quarter
NEW YORK, Aug 9, (AP): Uber lost
$1.78 billion in the second quarter as
the pandemic carved a gaping hole in
its ride-hailing business, with millions
of people staying home to reduce the
spread of the coronavirus.
It’s pinning its hopes in part on its
booming food-delivery business, but
that bustling corner of the company
didn’t turn a profit.
The San Francisco-based ride-hailing giant brought in $2.24 billion in
revenue during the second quarter,
down 27% from the same time last
year, on a constant currency basis, the
company said Thursday.
Uber’s mobility business, which
includes ride-hailing and micro-mobility options such as scooters and bikes,
saw its revenue shrink to $790 million,
down 67% from $2.38 billion a year
ago.
“While we would have all hoped
that by now we had a clear line of sight
to the end of the pandemic, hope is not
a strategy and it’s my job to ensure
that Uber is well prepared for any scenario,” CEO Dara Khosrowshahi said
in a conference call with investors
Thursday.
Uber’s Eats delivery business - once
just a fraction of the company brought in $1.21 billion in revenue
during the quarter. That was up 103%
from $595 million in last year’s second quarter.
As some people stay closer to home,
more people are ordering from Uber

Eats than ever before, Khosrowshahi
said.
“The COVID crisis has moved
delivery from a luxury to a utility,” he
added.
Gross bookings for Uber’s mobility
business plummeted 73% from the
same quarter last year. Its delivery
business grew 113% on a constant currency basis, but did not turn a profit,
instead losing about $232 million during the quarter.
“The businesses that are interfacing
with the public are bleeding out, and
it’s a concerning time for investors
that are involved,” said Eric Schiffer,
CEO of the Patriarch Organization private equity firm. “You’ve got to innovate. You’ve got to do what Uber is
trying to do, which is to look for other
paths.”
Uber’s quarterly losses included
$382 million in restructuring and related charges as the company laid off
6,700 people - a quarter of its workforce - in May. Uber said at the time
that it would be closing or consolidating 45 offices worldwide.
Uber revenue fell in the U.S. and in
across the world except in the AsiaPacific region.
“The biggest enemy to Uber is rationality,” Schiffer said, referring to people who don’t want to ride in a shared
vehicle during a pandemic. “They’re
rational and they have empathy and
compassion. They don’t want to
become super-spreaders. They also

have loved ones as well as responsibility to the community.”
Uber said it still expects to become
profitable - when adjusted for interest,
taxes, depreciation and amortization sometime in 2021. But with its core
rides business so brutally hit by the
pandemic, some are skeptical.
“I’m pessimistic. I wonder if they’ll
ever really make a profit,” said Daniel
Morgan, vice president at Synovus
Trust Company. “They have no way of
bringing their costs down ... they have
to pay the drivers.”
And those costs could rise. In addition to struggling with reduced demand
for rides during the pandemic, Uber
has been hit with lawsuits challenging
the way it treats its drivers. California’s
Labor Commissioner Lilia GarciaBrower filed complaints against Uber
and Lyft Wednesday saying the companies committed wage theft by misclassifying employees as independent
contractors. The suit seeks to recover
civil penalties and unpaid overtime
and minimum wage.
“This was important not only for the
workers, but also for responsible
employers who are undercut when
companies do not pay their fair share
on taxes, worker’s comp, and wages,”
Garcia-Brower said in an interview.
“During this time of the pandemic, it
has highlighted the damage that misclassification does to our safety net.”

